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Introduction
Although many “traditional” terrorist organizations have operated across
borders—e.g., the Provisional Irish Republican Army (PIRA) on the European
mainland, Lebanese Hizbollah in Latin America—none approaches the truly
transnational operational reach of the al-Qa’ida networks, whose cells have
metastasized throughout the global South, as well as in Europe and (possibly) North
America. This multinational, indeed global, presence dictates a counterterrorism that is
equally transnational in nature. For all its economic power and military prowess, the
United States has no monopoly on counterterrorism capabilities. European special
forces are key elements in the worldwide “manhunt” for so-called “high-value targets;
intergovernmental bodies like the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) help combat
terrorist financing; and the Organization of American States Inter-American Conference
on Terrorism (CICTE) has helped enhance border control, aviation security, and antiterrorism legislation. And although the United States spends an estimated $44 billion a
year on intelligence, 1 it relies extensively on other countries to provide critical
operational information and other forms of assistance. Intelligence collaboration is
nothing new, to be sure. During the Cold War, formal multinational arrangements as
well as bilateral relationships between US intelligence services and their foreign
counterparts were integral parts of the West’s struggle against the Soviet Union. The
attacks of 11 September 2001 added a heightened sense of urgency to intelligence
cooperation between the United States and its traditional allies, and have led the
Americans to forge a new anti-terrorism coalition and establish new relationships with
regimes that before 9/11 were considered “untouchable” by Washington policymakers.
The purpose of this paper is three-fold. First, it will provide a broad overview of
international intelligence cooperation, a phenomenon also known as intelligence
“liaison.” Second, it will discuss key aspects of post-9/11 intelligence collaboration in
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the “global war on terrorism.” Finally, the paper will explore some of the challenges to
intelligence cooperation since the attacks of 11 September 2001. But first, several caveats
are in order. Although the focus of this paper is on transatlantic cooperation, the global
nature of the campaign, and the range of countries with which the United States has
intelligence ties, the discussion will also consider aspects of US intelligence cooperation
with other regions, e.g., the Arab world. Second, this paper is US-centric, which is
perhaps inevitable, given the staggering size and global reach of the 15-member US
intelligence community. Finally, this paper focuses exclusively on post-9/11
counterterrorism collaboration between civilian intelligence services, and so does not
consider the important issue of cooperation between US and foreign military
intelligence, nor will it explore the related (and overlapping) issue of law enforcement
cooperation. 2
Why cooperate?
International intelligence sharing, notes one former director general of Britain’s
Security Service, “is something of an oxymoron,” since intelligence services (perhaps
more than any other arm of government) embody “individual state power and national
self interest.” 3 The core mission of an intelligence service is, after all, to protect the
interests of the state. Spies are by nature doubters and sceptics. Intelligence is acquired
a great expense, and sometimes a great risk, and sharing such treasure does not come
naturally. Sharing requires a willingness to reveal one’s weaknesses, since “you are
telling someone else what you and know and inferentially, at least to the initiated, what
you don’t know.” 4 This reluctance to share secrets is not confined to dealing with
foreign services. In the United States, the vast intelligence community has frequently
found it difficult to share with itself. 5 This has sometimes had tragic consequences, as
demonstrated by the pre-9/11 failure of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) to exchange vital information about the 9/11
hijackers.
But international cooperation clearly does occur, and in the case of the United
States and Britain, for example, exchanges have been routine since the late 1930s.
Simply stated, intelligence services share information because they perceive it to be in
their interest to do so. Such collaboration is not an end unto itself. Spies recognize that
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no state has a monopoly on intelligence. 6 The enduring UKUSA agreement—a largely
Anglophone signals intelligence (SIGINT) collection club—pools resources and thereby
enables SIGINT collection on a global basis. 7 But such multilateral sharing is the
exception rather than the rule, and is typically done to serve broader, non-intelligence
purposes, such as bolstering alliance solidarity. 8 Intelligence officers prefer to deal with
foreign services on a bilateral basis, which inter alia allows for greater control over how
and to whom shared information is disseminated. In the case of human intelligence
(HUMINT), developing one’s own “unilateral” capabilities is time consuming; in the
case of technical intelligence, it is both time consuming and very expensive.
“Piggybacking” on a foreign service through “liaison” relationships can help overcome
shortfalls in language skills and cultural awareness, reduce the risks associated with
collection activities, and instil habits of cooperation that can improve joint operations. 9
However, liaison relationships, even with a close, long-standing ally, can impose
risks and costs on one or both parties. Although counterintelligence is typically less of
concern between allies, both sides must nonetheless be alert to the possibility that even
old friends spy on each other from time to time, as demonstrated in the case of Jonathan
Jay Pollard, a US Navy intelligence analyst convicted of spying for Israel. 10 Intelligence
cooperation with unsavoury regimes with miserable human rights records, if made
public, can generate domestic and international political controversy. 11 During the mid1990s, for example, revelations that the CIA station in Guatemala kept local military and
intelligence officials accused of torture and murder on the agency’s payroll emerged as
a full-blown Washington scandal. Finally, a country’s heavy reliance on what the CIA
terms “liaison reporting” can lead make that nation vulnerable if its partner fails to
collect or pass along essential intelligence information. Canada, fearing a dangerous
dependency on US intelligence, is reportedly seeing greater unilateral collection
capabilities. 12
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Liaison relationships are pay-as-you-go propositions, and no nation is given a
free ride on anything but a temporary basis. But such collaboration does not always
require repayment for information in kind. 13 Sometimes real estate useful for collection
purposes is bartered for economic subsidies or outright cash payments. From the 1960s
until the early 1990s, Fidel Castro allowed the Moscow to operate a major SIGINT
installation in Lourdes, Cuba in exchange for cut-rate petroleum and other
blandishments. 14 More recently, the CIA reportedly arranged for the son of Indonesia’s
intelligence chief to attend the National War College in Washington to encourage robust
Indonesian cooperation in the global war on terror. 15
Liaison and the “Long War”
Given the transnational character of the jihadi nebula, all states are vulnerable, at
least theoretically. This borderless threat has proven to be extremely elusive,
opportunistic, and operationally adaptive, as demonstrated by the ability of the
network’s autonomous cells to carry out major post-9/11 attacks in London, Madrid,
Istanbul, Casablanca, Jakarta, and other major cities. Preventing future attacks,
dismantling support structures, and disrupting the terrorist recruitment process require
an intelligence-driven approach. As the global war on terror evolves into the “long
war”—Washington’s new term of art that is intended to reflect more accurately the
protracted nature of the campaign against al-Qa’ida 16 —intelligence will remain at the
forefront of the coalition’s strategy.
International cooperation is and will remain an important element of the
intelligence component of the campaign. Collaboration on counterterrorism did not
begin after 9/11. Most of the successful operations against al-Qa’ida before 9/11 were
the result of “joint initiatives” involving US and foreign intelligence services. 17 The
CIA’s pre-9/11 strategy against al-Qa’ida, known as “The Plan,” relied heavily on
liaison services to gather HUMINT and make arrests. As George Tenet, the director of
central intelligence, told congressional investigators in 2002, “[w]e worked with
numerous European governments, such as the Italians, Germans, French, and British to
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identify and shatter terrorist groups and plans against American and local interests in
Europe.” 18 Indeed, Congressional investigators sharply criticized the CIA for its pre9/11 reliance on liaison HUMINT reporting and its failure to mount unilateral
collection operations. 19
Since 9/11, liaison relationships between the United States and foreign services
have increased in number and, in the case of pre-existing partnerships, have grown
deeper. “Contacts have been increased and there is more cooperation in all areas,” the
director of Spain’s National Intelligence Centre, Jorge Dezcallar, told reporters in 2002. 20
Actions taken by the Dutch General Intelligence and Security Service (Algemene
Inlichtingen- en Veiligheidsdienst, or AIVD) helped thwart an attack on the US embassy
shortly after 9/11. 21 German-American intelligence sharing on terrorism, which began
during the 1960s, remains robust. 22 Cooperation between US and French services is
particularly close, 23 belying the claim that there is a vast rift between Washington and
Paris. A symbol of this cooperation is Alliance Base, a secret counterterrorist intelligence
center located in the French capital. According to published reports, Alliance Base,
headed by a French general assigned to France’s external intelligence service, the
Direction Générale de la Sécurité Extérieure (DGSE), is staffed by intelligence officers from
Britain, France, Germany, Canada, Australia, and the United States. The center does
more than exchange intelligence—it is a forum for operational collaboration that
“analyzes the transnational movement of terrorist suspects and develops operations to
catch or spy on them.” 24
In counterterrorism cooperation, as with other aspects of intelligence liaison, the
services of the countries involved perceive such collaboration to be in their self-interest.
Liaison relationships allow each partner to draw on the comparative advantage of the
other. America’s liaison partners can draw on the US intelligence community’s
incomparable technical intelligence, as well as the US government’s financial
wherewithal. For countries with difficult or hostile relations with the United States,
“adversarial liaison” offers the opportunity to improve ties with Washington or even, as
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in the case of Syria after 9/11, reduce the possibility of American coercion. 25 What does
Washington gain in exchange? Cooperation with the intelligence services of Arab and
Muslim countries, such as Egypt, Jordan, Morocco, and Pakistan gives US intelligence
agencies (and by extension, their policymaking “customers”) access to human
intelligence that it would be difficult or impossible to acquire unilaterally. These
countries, as well as former colonial powers such as France, have comparative
advantages derived from geography, history, economic ties, and “socio-cultural
affinity,” and it makes sense for the United States to rely on others. 26
Liaison partners can also offer Washington insights into critical areas that the US
intelligence community has neglected. For example, a number of European services
have looked carefully at the issue of terrorist recruitment—a process that is vital to
understand if the United States wants to move beyond simply capturing and killing
“high-value targets.” Curiously, the US government has only just begun to address the
issue of recruitment. American policymakers would do well to consider the work of the
AIVD, which has done very impressive work on the subject, most notably in its 2002
report, Recruitment for the Jihad in the Netherlands: From Incident to Trend. 27 For obvious
reasons, the study focuses on jihadi recruitment in its Dutch context, and so at first
would appear to have little wider relevance. But such a view is mistaken for two
reasons. First, given the transnational nature of the threat, what happens in the
European “field of jihad,” is likely to have implications for US security. Second, there is
every reason to believe that the recruitment process described in the study (involving
mosques and Islamic centers, jihadi veterans, and indoctrination and isolation) is in fact
a more universal phenomenon. 28
Liaisons dangereuses?
Intelligence cooperation across the Atlantic is likely to remain an enduring
feature of the international campaign against al-Qa’ida and the broader jihadi nebula.
As argued above, such collaboration serves operational and collection purposes, and
can contribute to broader political goals. That said, we cannot take continued
cooperation for granted, and we must remain alert to factors that could erode the
“happy habits” of liaison between the United States and its European allies. 29 Three
areas merit particular attention:
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Transatlantic misperceptions
Robert Kagan’s now-famous observation that “Americans are from Mars, and
Europeans are from Venus” is an amusing exaggeration, but it contains a kernel of
truth. 30 With respect to the jihadi threat, each side of the Atlantic believes that the other
conceptualizes the problem in different and essentially irreconcilable ways. Europeans,
according to the US cliché, are allergic to the use of force, preferring instead to take a
weak-sister, feel-good approach that addresses the supposed “root causes” of terrorism,
such as discrimination, economic and social deprivation, and the lack of educational
opportunities. The European cliché posits the United States as a brutish “hyperpower”
that sees military force as the primary tool for countering the jihadi threat. In fact, both
sides are wrong. The Europeans, as demonstrated in Afghanistan and elsewhere, are
hardly pacifists, and Washington’s growing insistence that countering al-Qa’ida’s
ideology is crucial to dissolving the ideational glue that binds the international jihadi
movement together suggests that the Bush administration is moving beyond a purely
“kinetic” response to terrorism. 31 But such misperceptions, if allowed to spread, can
have a corrosive impact on transatlantic relations at all levels, including the realm of
intelligence liaison.
Political and other differences
Continuing conflicts over political, legal, and human rights issues, if allowed to
grow, could also undermine the habits of cooperation. European privacy laws—more
far-reaching than anything in the United States—may limit the ability of European
agencies to share information about individuals. 32 Similarly, fears that intelligence
could become part of a criminal prosecution could make European services unwilling to
risk compromising their sources and methods by sharing with the Americans. Concern
about alleged human rights abuses and other mistreatment could also impose limits on
liaison relationships between European and American services. The CIA’s reported
rendition of two terrorist suspects from Stockholm to Egypt in December 2001 caused a
major controversy in Sweden. 33 As one Swedish paper declared, “[l]egal safeguards
must take precedence over friendly relations with foreign powers.” 34 More recently, a
European Parliament investigation into CIA operations on the continent criticized the
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agency for kidnapping and illegally holding terror suspects on the territory of member
states, conclusions that are likely to exacerbate transatlantic friction. 35
The one-way street
The United States regularly shares high-grade intelligence with the G5 countries
(that is, Britain, France, Spain, Germany, and Italy), but appears much less willing to do
so with other nations. 36 In the words of one European official, “[i]f you call sharing a
one-way street, then we share information. [The United States] wants what we have
immediately and demands it. But if we ask for something, it can take months before we
even get an initial reply.” 37 Relationships between US intelligence and the services of
non-European countries, such as those in the Arab world, are likely to be similarly onesided, at least with respect to the most sensitive intelligence. As argued earlier, liaison is
based on the belief that such arrangements serve one’s interest, so presumably even a
one-way exchange of high-grade intelligence with the United States is worthwhile,
provided the Americans give something of comparable value in return. That said, the
United States will have to do more if it expects to maintain and expand its liaison
relationships, particularly in the Arab world. According to Desmond Ball, the United
must be “much more forthcoming in sharing its intelligence, in order to both persuade
Arab authorities of the validity of US indictments and to assist them in their domestic
counter-terrorist activities—and in the process revealing aspects of US capabilities.” 38
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Conclusion
Although some observers expect multilateral bodies like the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO) and the European Union (EU) to assume a greater
counterterrorism role, it seems unlikely that the United States will engage in any largescale intelligence-sharing with these organizations. 39 Many US intelligence officials
would probably agree with the EU counterterrorism coordinator, Gijs de Vries, who
told the US Congress in 2004, “[m]ost of the instruments and competences in the fight
against terrorism remain in the hands of the Member States.” 40 The United States has
had perennial concerns about leaks, espionage, and other security lapses within
multilateral bodies, but the more significant problem, is one of speed, or more properly,
the lack thereof. Neither NATO nor the EU is cut out for swift action—a key shortfall in
the case of operational intelligence, whose utility is often short-lived, and one that is
likely to grow as these institutions expand. 41
Transatlantic intelligence cooperation is therefore likely to retain its essentially
bilateral nature. Although some claim that the United States has been “overcharged” by
its liaison partners for the HUMINT they provide, and that the United States is
dangerously dependent on other countries, intelligence cooperation on
counterterrorism must be assessed as net gain for the parties involved. “The overall
result,” concludes Richard J. Aldrich, “has been a mutual dependence that is healthy
and that ensures a greater reservoir of unique skills in the service of Western policy.” 42
While these ties are likely to endure, they cannot be taken for granted, and both sides of
the Atlantic must continue to nurture this vital intelligence cooperation.
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